


GeBrax GmbH is a family-owned company 
with more than 30 years of experience in 
the distribution of abrasives – a strong 
partner for metal working and indus-
try. The beginning of GeBrax dates back 
to the year 1988. Under the name BSK 
GmbH managing director Gerd Hartmann 
established a trading company for pick-
ling agents, abrasives and adhesive tapes. 
After the year 2003 under the corporate 
name BSK Metallfinish GmbH the product 
range was enlarged by an own manufac-
ture. With the relocation in 2013 providing 
the possibility to expand at the Freuden-
berg location, today‘s GeBrax GmbH 
took a landmark decision. Among its 
strengths is the manufacture of abrasive 
and non-woven belts, in-house folded 
non-woven satin finishing drums as well 
as concealing, laminating and punching 
of grinding tools both for hand-operated 
drive units and even for large stationary 

plants. Thanks to the closeness to the 
market GeBrax knows about the wishes 
and demands of the customers. Being a 
medium-sized company GeBrax is in a 
position to follow different paths of re-
search and development in order to place 
new products on the market. In 2014 the 
patented grinding system MultiBrax was 
included in the range of supply. The inter-
est in GeBrax products, especially on for-
eign markets, is growing steadily. GeBrax 
considers itself a developer, producer and 
supplier offering his worldwide customers 
every product from one source. By means 
of modern production plants and a best 
provided raw material stock GeBrax is in 
a position to even deliver special dimen-
sions within very short time. Competent 
advice, individual trainings and market-
ing tools for sales activities complete the  
service program. 

FOR GRINDING 
SPECIALISTS  
SINCE 30 YEARS

Gerd Hartmann, Managing Director of GeBrax GmbH

We have been committed 
to highest quality in the 
field of abrasives and 
grinding systems for more 
than 30 years. “

„



Being a medium-sized company it is 
the advantage of GeBrax to follow dif-
ferent paths of research and develop-
ment in order to place new products 
in the market. In order to continuously  
develop innovative products the R & D  
team uses modern and best raw  
materials of the grinding industry. This 
is the way to achieve constant im-
provement of performance and high 
customer satisfaction. Solutions for 
complex grinding applications, higher  
ablation rates and better grinding  
results are the challenges GeBrax ap-
preciates. This is the GeBrax Service 
many customers have been trusting 
in for decades. 

WE INVEST IN RESEARCH  
& DEVELOPMENT

WE ARE SETTING EVERYTHING IN MOTION  
IN ORDER TO STEP AHEAD WITH RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT FOR YOU.

— RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH &  
DEVELOPMENT



THANKS TO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OUR  
PRODUCTION PROCESS RUNS SMOOTHLY 

— PRODUCTION
GeBrax is exclusively working with renowned manufacturers of abrasives in 
Germany and abroad. This way a constant high quality production (confec-
tion) is guaranteed. Aside from the confection of abrasives and non-woven 
belts also concealing, laminating and punching of abrasives as well as folded 
non-woven satin finishing drums and the patented MultiBrax System are 
among GeBrax strengths. Quality management on a high level is the basis 
for high quality GeBrax products and customer satisfaction of almost 100%. 

HIGHEST PRECISION 
„MADE IN GERMANY“

PRECISELY  
PRODUCED



VAST PRODUCT VARIETY AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

The worldwide demand is great. Since 2015 
GeBrax has been supplying all 5 continents 
on earth. In order to meet the demands of 
the customers in a variety of applications 
on time GeBrax is equipped with a large 
stock guaranteeing short delivery periods. 
The individual options of packaging are  
an interesting item – be it foil or cardboard  
boxes, with neutral or private label –  
GeBrax is able to adapt to the wishes of its 
business partners.

— RANGE OF PRODUCTS FROM STOCK

EVERYTHING FOR 
SPECIALISTS

STOCK & LOGISTICS



TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW ON THE SUBJECT OF
GRINDING IS SHARED BY MEANS OF PRACTICAL  
TRAINING IN OUR SEMINARIES

HANDS-ON 
TRAINING

GeBrax offers individual trainings. You may choose the focus of your training 
from a selection of specialist fields on the subject of surface treatment. Fix the 
relevant contents for your participants and decide upon the duration of the 
seminar. The GeBrax application engineers teach techniques for the treatment 
of sheets, profiles and tubes. Learn more about the material stainless steel 
and apply your theoretical knowledge in practice at the GeBrax training centre 
„MultiBrax-Schmiede“.

BY PROFESSIONALS 
FOR PROFESSIONALS  
— TRAININGS



GeBrax is pleased to support you in your sales activities. A meaningful 
product catalogue, brochures and product introduction actions nowa-
days are a matter of course. Being an innovative company, GeBrax claims 
to make use of further communication media. The interactive homepage 
integrating all means of communication used by the company has the 
advantage to access information flexibly, individually and playfully with 
one click.

— MARKETING TOOLS

WE SUPPORT  
YOU IN EVERY  
COMMUNICATION

IN FUTURE, YOU MAY GENERATE AND  
PRINT OUT INDIVIDUAL SALES DOCUMENTS 
WITH YOUR COMPANY DATA.

MARKETING TOOLS



Whether wet or dry grinding, rough or fine grinding, paper or tissue carrier, 
vulcanized fibre or non-woven backing – GeBrax always provides the best 
solution for your application. When it comes to the abrasive rates and optimal 
grinding results, small fine details make the difference. GeBrax products meet 
highest of all requirements. 

OUR PRODUCTS MAKE 
YOU THE SPECIALIST
— COMPETENCE IS REFLECTED BY THE PRODUCT



Imagine you had a system making countless 
grinding applications possible. Imagine you  
would be able to manage your current 
challenges faster and easier with this system. 
Imagine this system would fit into two 
stackable boxes and reduced the number 
of service cases needed during assembly 
works. Imagine this system was much more 
favourable than all machines you‘d ever 
known. 

THE NEW EFFICIENT 
GRINDING SYSTEM

THE          
SYSTEM

This wish has now become true. All 
this is offered to you by the patent-
ed MultiBrax-System, developed and 
manufactured in Germany. Test the 
advantages and convince yourself! 



It does not matter whether it is grinding belts, drums, 
discs, sleeves or shaft tools – GeBrax offers its 
customers new and reliable qualities in well-known 
and innovative tool forms. 

Silicon carbide, aluminium oxide (corundum), 
zircon corundum, ceramic grain or diamond – 
the list of well-known abrasive grains is long.  
GeBrax produces according to the wishes of 
the customer and provides a large selection 
of commercial products available from stock. 
The trained GeBrax team assists you in the 
selection of the optimal abrasive for your  
application. 

ABRASIVE CLOTH



Non-woven products are an important component 
in the treatment of stainless steel thus having high 
priority in the GeBrax production process.

In the in-house confection GeBrax pro-
cesses the most different non-woven 
designs thus again and again introducing 
new products on the market. Customers 
benefit from the easy assigning of the 
fineness structures due to colour mark-
ing. Non-woven products are used for dry 
and wet grinding on almost all materials.  
GeBrax products stand for very long ser-
vice life, constant grinding pattern and 
perfect flexibility. 

NON-WOVEN PRODUCTS



In order to provide satisfactory results 
abrasives and accessories must be 
optimally adapted to each other.  
GeBrax would be pleased to advise 
you during the selection process.

Customers will find appropriate acces-
sories for their application within the 
vast GeBrax product range. The range of 
prodcuts is continuously complemented 
in order to provide suitable solutions for 
technically new challenges.

ACCESSORIES



GeBrax GmbH 
Obere Hommeswiese 41–45 
57258 Freudenberg 
Germany

Phone: +49 27 34 / 28 474-0 
Fax: +49 27 34 / 28 474-10 
E-Mail: info@gebrax.de

www.gebrax-abrasives.com


